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Cracks in Martian boulders exhibit preferred
orientations that point to solar-induced thermal
stress
Martha-Cary Eppes1, Andrew Willis2, Jamie Molaro3, Stephen Abernathy1 & Beibei Zhou2

The origins of fractures in Martian boulders are unknown. Here, using Mars Exploration Rover
3D data products, we obtain orientation measurements for 1,857 cracks visible in 1,573 rocks
along the Spirit traverse and ﬁnd that Mars rock cracks are oriented in statistically preferred
directions similar to those compiled herein for Earth rock cracks found in mid-latitude deserts.
We suggest that Martian directional cracking occurs due to the preferential propagation of
microfractures favourably oriented with respect to repeating geometries of diurnal peaks in
sun-induced thermal stresses. A numerical model modiﬁed here with Mars parameters
supports this hypothesis both with respect to the overall magnitude of stresses as well as to
the times of day at which the stresses peak. These data provide the ﬁrst direct ﬁeld and
numerical evidence that insolation-related thermal stress potentially plays a principle role in
cracking rocks on portions of the Martian surface.
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hysical weathering is the primary, non-tectonic mechanism
for the mechanical breakdown of rock into smaller
particles. On Mars, as on Earth, mechanical weathering is
the precursor to sediment production and rock erosion, see, for
example, refs 1–4, and can potentially inﬂuence chemical
weathering and subsequent atmospheric feedbacks5–8. Hence,
identifying the key drivers of weathering is therefore possibly
tantamount to understanding the key drivers of landscape change
on the Martian surface.
Rocks found in the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) images of
the Martian surface commonly exhibit fractures that are visible
without magniﬁcation (hereafter: ‘cracks’; Fig. 1). In general,
Mars cracks have similar characteristics to those observed in
rocks found in Earth’s deserts2,9–11. Various hypotheses have
been proposed to explain non-Earth mechanical weathering,
including damage by original ejecta emplacement3, salt
weathering2,10,12 and thermal stress13–16. To date, however,
no one has collected mechanical weathering data from
extraterrestrial rocks themselves that might support, refute or
quantify the relative importance of these processes.
Numerical modelling, ﬁeld data and rock instrumentation
convincingly target solar-induced thermal stress as a key
mechanism responsible for physical weathering on Earth17–21.
In particular, a majority of non-bedrock boulders found in
Earth’s mid-latitude deserts exhibit cracks with strongly
preferred, roughly north–north-east orientations (Fig. 2), even
when rock anisotropies such as bedding or foliation are taken into
account22–25. These orientations are hypothesized to result from
Earth’s rotation22,25, a geometric relationship which imparts
cyclically occurring maximum thermal stresses26 on boulders as
they are directionally heated and cooled during the sun’s daily
east-to-west transit across the sky. Although other non-tectonic
sources of fracture-inducing rock stress, such as freezing or salt
precipitation, may also play a role in fracturing overall, these
sources of stress by themselves should produce random crack
orientations without the inﬂuence of the sun. It is unknown if
rocks in other Earth deserts or in other celestial bodies exhibit
preferred crack orientations.

Long-term orbital cycles on Mars are thought to be roughly
analogous to those of Earth’s Milankovitch cycles27. Although the
Martian year is about 1.8 times as long as an Earth year, the
Martian sidereal day is only about 40 min longer than that of
Earth. Mars’ obliquity, or axial tilt, is centred around roughly the
same angle as Earth’s28, though known to vary by as much as
±20° more over intermediate timescales (B5–10 Myr ago).
Although obliquity is thought to have varied signiﬁcantly more
and in chaotic ways over longer timescales29, addressing how
these variations might affect insolation-related cracking is beyond
the scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, the overall similarity in geometry of insolation
between Earth and Mars leads to the expectation that the
resulting geometry of thermal stresses that arise, particularly near
the equator where MER rovers are located, are also similar and
might result in preferred orientations of cracks, albeit possibly at
different angles. Herein, analysis of three-dimensional (3D)
reconstructions of stereo pair photographs of the Martian surface
and output from a two-dimensional (2D) model of diurnal
thermoelastic stresses expected from simple insolation-related
deformation reveals that Martian boulders do exhibit cracks with
preferred orientations, and that calculated solar-induced thermal
stresses for Martian rocks are consistent with solar-driven
directional cracking.
Results
Identifying sampling bias potential in Spirit data products. We
collected a detailed preliminary data set of rock and crack data
(Methods and Supplementary Methods) to characterize potential
sampling biases that might arise from making such ‘ﬁeld’
measurements using MER Spirit PANCAM data products in
combination with the ‘ImageRover’ software that we developed
and validated (Supplementary Figs 1 and 2; Supplementary
Table 1). We identiﬁed three important data set biases: (1) due to
their visibility, cracks observed on Mars will be from relatively
larger rocks (Supplementary Data set 1) compared with the data
set derived from Earth rocks (Supplementary Data set 2);
(2) images collected by the Spirit Rover were disproportionately
collected with the PANCAM pointing parallel to the direction of
rover motion (NW–SE; Fig. 3). Consequently, the azimuths of
randomly chosen images such as those in this preliminary analysis reﬂect this directional predilection (Fig. 4a); and (3) because
of the overall lower visibility of image-parallel-striking cracks in
2D MER images (Methods), the majority of cracks measured in
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Figure 1 | Cracked rock on Mars. Example of a MER Spirit PANCAM image
(data product 2p130443923eff0900p2555l7m1.img, Courtesy NASA/JPLCaltech Planetary Data System) of a rock with visible cracks from the
Martian surface. Image azimuth: 292°. Local True Solar Time: 10:45:08. Sol
46. Site 9. Solid arrows point to linear features that would meet our criteria
for a crack (Methods). Dashed arrows point to features such as edges or
wide voids that would not meet our criteria for a crack.
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Figure 2 | Earth crack data compilation. Data compiled for this paper from
other studies of Earth rock cracks in northern, and to a lesser extent
southern,hemisphere, mid-latitude deserts (Methods and Supplementary
Data set 2)22–25,62. Lines point to data vector mean with 95% conﬁdence
interval depicted by brackets. Data are plotted in 10° bins with frequency
reported in %. (a) Circular bidirectional, histogram of crack strike
orientations. Raleigh test P value o0.01. Rao’s spacing test P value o0.01.
(b) Circular histogram of dip angles from the same cracks where available.
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Figure 3 | Location map. Sites used for data collection for this study are marked on a map of the Spirit Traverse modiﬁed from an image by Ohio
State University Mapping and GIS Laboratory67 provided courtesy of NASA/JPL-CalTech Planetary Data System. The red lines and small white dots
represent the path of the Spirit rover and its location by Sol. Larger light blue dots are located at sites where data were collected for the 133-rock data set
(Supplementary Data set 1). Green dots are located at sites where data were collected for the 1,440-rock data set (Supplementary Data set 3). Orange dots
are located at sites where data were collected for both data sets. Prominent Mars surface features are indicated by name on the map. Scale bar is 1,000 m.

any given image will be striking into, and out of, the photograph.
Consequently, there is a strong correlation (R2 ¼ 0.7, Pearson
r ¼ 0.9, P value r0.01) between image azimuth and measured
crack strike (Fig. 4b); the difference between image azimuth and
measured crack strike was normally distributed about a mean of
1.7±27° (Fig. 4c).
Crack strike data measured for this preliminary analysis
(Fig. 4d,e) therefore share the MER database NW–SE sampling
bias of the images themselves (Fig. 4a) and cannot be considered
in the context of weathering as sampled. Furthermore, because of
the likely obscuration of a larger proportion of vertical to
subvertical cracks compared with lower dip cracks (Methods), dip
angles measured from this randomly chosen population of images
are also therefore likely of a lower-angle on average compared
with the actual population. The vector mean and 95% conﬁdence
interval of measured Mars crack dip angles was 39±3° (Fig. 4f
and Supplementary Data set 1).
Nevertheless, crack dip direction measured from MER data
should not be subject to visual bias. For example west- versus
east-dipping cracks should be equally visible in a north–southoriented photo. Although the time of the day might produce
shadows in one direction over another, the images employed were
obtained during mid-day hours (Local True Solar Time) with
relatively high sun angles (Supplementary Data set 1), precluding
bias due to preferential shadowing.
Dip directions observed in Mars rock cracks, as indicated by
strikes collected with right-hand rule, were dominantly oriented
to the north (75% of all dips; Fig. 4e). This promising result
combined with our understanding of sampling biases of the Spirit
database led us to the development of a crack measurement
method, which would allow us to conﬁdently examine the
orientation of crack strikes for Martian rocks.
Martian rock crack strike orientation analysis. To accurately
record rock crack strikes on the Martian surface, we employed a

stratiﬁed sampling strategy to carefully mitigate effects due to
observed sampling biases associated with rover traverse direction
and crack visibility. Using randomly selected images whose
azimuths fell within each of every 10° bin between 0 and 360°,
we randomly selected 40 rocks, all 420 cm in maximum
ImageRover-measured diameter (Methods; Supplementary Fig. 3).
In all, we selected 1,440 rocks (40 rocks from each of 36 bins)
located in 31 different sites along the Spirit traverse (Fig. 3;
Supplementary Data set 3). Thus, the azimuths of the images for
each of the 1,440 selected rocks are equally distributed around 360°
(Fig. 5a,b), and this uniform distribution is statistically supported
(Raleigh P value ¼ 0.995; unity on a quantile–quantile plot in
Fig. 5c). Both statistical tests are for the null hypothesis of uniformity, with Rao’s testing for multiple modes and Rayleigh testing
for a single mode. Because, as described above, crack strikes measured with ImageRover were found to almost equal the image
azimuths in which they are found (Fig. 4), we asserted that all
visible cracks in the 1,440 rocks will have strikes whose distribution
is also normal and equal to that of image azimuths. Thus, if crack
orientations on the Martian surface are random in all rocks, then
the total numbers of visible cracks should be roughly equal in each
of the 36 bins of data, and their overall distribution should mimic
the uniform distribution of the image azimuths themselves.
We counted all visible cracks in each of the 1,440 rocks, and
1,635 cracks were observed in 875 rocks (Supplementary Data
set 3). Overall, rocks exhibit about one crack per rock; however,
this number is likely signiﬁcantly smaller than the actual average
given likely crack visibility limitations for MER images
(Supplementary Methods). For each of the 1,635 cracks counted,
we assigned it an orientation equal to that of its image azimuth
(Fig. 6 and Supplementary Data set 3) to test if the numbers of
visible cracks were uniformly distributed about 360°, as would be
expected if crack orientations are random.
In the 1,440-rock data set, circular histograms and a quantile–
quantile plot of the orientations of cracks reveals a non-uniform,
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Figure 4 | 133-Rock data set. Graphs depicting orientation data collected using ImageRover for 133 rocks and their associated images and cracks. Lines and
arcs on circular histograms indicate vector means and associated 95% conﬁdence intervals. Circular histogram data are plotted in 10° bins with frequency
reported in %. (a) Bidirectionally plotted circular histogram of the orientations of the azimuth of the random selection of images in which the cracks were
measured (n ¼ 76). (b) Graph showing the strong correlation between camera orientations and measured crack strike orientations (n ¼ 222; y ¼ 0.9672x;
Pearson r ¼ 0.85; Pearson P valuer0.01; R2 ¼ 0.71). (c) Histogram, normal ﬁt curve (red line) and box and whisker plot (diamond, mean; vertical line,
median; red bracket, densest 50% of data; dots, outliers) of the difference between measured crack strike orientations and their associated image
orientations (n ¼ 222). (d) Bidirectionally plotted circular histogram of the strikes of the cracks (n ¼ 222) measured directly from the 133 rocks using
ImageRover. (e) Unidirectionally plotted circular histogram depicting same data as b. Because all crack strikes were measured using the right-hand rule, this
graph indicates that measured cracks dip primarily to the northeast. (f) Unidirectionally plotted circular histogram depicting the dip angles measured for
the cracks (n ¼ 222).

preferred distribution of Mars rock crack strikes (Fig. 6a–c).
The vector mean and 95% conﬁdence interval for all 1,635 cracks
is 46±20° with a Rayleigh P value of 0.018 and Rao’s spacing test
P value of o0.01.
To ensure that this preferred distribution was not related in
some way to the visibility of cracks in the afternoon, given the
slight preference towards afternoon time stamps in images of the
entire data set (average time stamp ¼ 13:15±1 h 35 min), we
subsampled the 1,440-rock data set for 360 rocks (10 randomly
selected rocks for each of the 36 bins from 0 to 360) to create a
subset of rock images with an average time stamp of B11:15
±1 h, 7 min (Supplementary Methods). The vector mean
orientation of cracks from this morning-derived subset of images
was within 10° of that of the entire population and was also
statistically non-random (Supplementary Fig. 4) suggesting no
signiﬁcant difference in crack visibility due to time of day that the
image was taken within the range of the mid-day hours of our
data set.
We also examined the orientations of images for the 40% of the
1,440 Martian rocks that exhibited no visible cracks with the idea
that, if the majority of cracks are preferentially aligned then there
are necessarily fewer cracks in other orientations. Since visible
cracks share the orientations of images in which they are found, it
would therefore be predicted that rocks would be more likely to
have zero cracks in image orientations, relative to the viewer,
roughly normal to those of the observed majority of cracks. As
before, because the azimuths of the images for the 1,440 rocks are
equally distributed about 360°, if there is no preference, then the
4

images associated with rocks with zero cracks should also be
randomly distributed around 360°.
The image azimuths for the rocks with no cracks were found to
have a preferred direction that was 75° offset from that of visible
cracks (vector mean and 95% conﬁdence interval: 121±38°;
Fig. 6d). Therefore, the implication of this result is that, relative to
the viewer, there are in fact fewer visible cracks overall in the
NW–SE directions, and thus fewer cracks striking in those
directions, as would be predicted given that a majority of Martian
rock cracks strike NE–SW. To ensure that cracks with NW–SE
orientations are not less visible in afternoon hours, we also
analysed the 360-rock morning-only subset of images for rocks
with zero cracks. For this subset of data, the NW mode is still
evident and prominent (Supplementary Fig. 4). Thus overall,
these ‘zero crack’ data provide additional support for the major
ﬁnding of our work, which is that cracks in rocks on the Martian
surface are statistically non-uniform in their orientations.
Rock cracking and solar-induced thermal stresses on Mars.
Fracture mechanics dictates that rocks will crack catastrophically
when the applied stress exceeds a material-dependent critical
threshold (for example, tensile strength, critical energy release
rate of Grifﬁth and so on30). Single cycles of rapid temperature
change are known to exert such stresses on rocks and to cause
cracking (thermal shock). Such thermal shock-related cracking is
recognized to sometimes result in a tell-tale polygonal pattern of
cracking, see, for example, ref. 17. Numerical models13,15 indicate
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Figure 5 | Image azimuths 1,440-rock data set. Graphs of data derived
from the orientations of images associated with each of the rocks in which
cracks were counted (n ¼ 1,440). These graphs and their data visually and
statistically demonstrate that the selected rock data set removes the imagedirection sampling bias associated with MER traverse direction through
stratiﬁed sampling of images whose azimuths occur in each of 36 10° bins.
Frequency data are plotted as percentages. (a) Bidirectionally plotted
circular histogram of image orientations, plotted in 10° bins (n ¼ 1,440
Raleigh test P value ¼ 0.995.). (b) Bidirectionally plotted circular histogram
of image orientations, plotted in 5° bins (n ¼ 1,440 Raleigh test
P value ¼ 0.995.) (c) Quantile–quantile plot of image orientations
(n ¼ 1,440). Black line represents a perfectly uniform distribution.
Red line is plotted from image azimuth data.

that terrestrial-body (including Mars) rates of solar-induced rock
surface temperature change are as fast as those hypothesized to
lead to thermal shock, and polygonal cracking is observed in
some MER images of bedrock, see, for example, ref. 2; however,
we did not commonly observe these crack patterns in Martian
boulders.
It is well established, however, that all rocks are characterized
by ﬂaws such as grain boundaries or pores that will act as foci for
stresses and thus for crack propagation, see, for example, ref. 31.
Such ﬂaws can develop into cracks that slowly and predictably
propagate via subcritical crack growth at stresses much lower (the
limit is not well deﬁned but is often cited as B20% of the critical
value32) than a material’s critical threshold.
There is evidence to suggest that such processes contribute to
mechanical weathering of rocks on Mars. For thermal stress
cycles associated with diurnal insolation, subcritical crack growth
can be facilitated by fatigue, whereby cyclic loading serves to
preferentially weaken the material at crack tips and result in
crack lengthening and rock degradation, see, for example, ref. 20.
These thermally driven cracking processes are undeniably
complicated and likely inﬂuenced by factors ranging from
mineral axis thermal anisotropies, see, for example, ref. 33, to
mineral translucence34,35, to edge effects. Nevertheless, laboratory
experiments produce thermal fatigue-related fracturing when

0.5
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S

Figure 6 | Mars rock-crack data analysis. Graphs of crack data derived
from 1,440 rocks selected along the MER Spirit traverse indicating that
cracks exhibit preferred orientations. Lines and arcs on circular histograms
indicate vector means and associated 95% conﬁdence intervals.
Frequencies are reported in %. Bidirectionally plotted circular histogram of
the strikes of all visible cracks, plotted in (a) 10° and (b) 5° bins (n ¼ 1,635;
Rayleigh test P value ¼ 0.018 and Rao’s spacing test P value o0.01).
(c) A quantile–quantile plot of the same data as a. Black line represents a
perfectly uniform distribution. Red line is plotted from image azimuth data.
Divergence of the plot of cracks with the 1:1 line indicates preferred
orientations. (d) Bidirectionally plotted circular histogram of image
orientations for rocks that exhibited no cracks, plotted in 10° bins (n ¼ 565;
Raleigh test P value ¼ 0.35; Rao’s spacing test P value o0.01).

subjecting basalts to thermal cycling replicating Mars temperature
extremes16. Furthermore, numerical models of solar-induced
thermal stresses on Earth36 and other planetary bodies37 are well
within the range of stresses expected to produce subcritical crack
growth, and in some cases exceed the reported critical rock
strength values of most rock types. Such stresses have not been
calculated for the Mars surface.
Here we use a previously developed 2D ﬁnite-element
model38,39 of the thermoelastic behaviour of rock microstructures (small sections of an inﬁnite half-space) subjected to
diurnal thermal forcing to simulate, for the ﬁrst time, solarinduced thermal stresses that might develop on a polycrystalline
rock (Supplementary Table 2) on the Martian surface, and
determine if such stresses may be sufﬁcient to induce crack
propagation (Methods). The microstructures have properties
typical of basalt, a common rock type abundant along the MER
Spirit traverse.
The surface temperature of a microstructure at a longitude of
0° and the latitude of the Spirit traverse (15°S) was calculated
over one solar day on the warmest day of the year (Ls 68) at that
location. We calculate that rock surface temperature varies on this
day from 186 to 192 K (Fig. 7). This range is substantially smaller
than many reported values for Martian surface temperatures (up
to 120 K, see, for example, ref. 40). Nevertheless this small
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Figure 7 | Numerical model results. Results from our modiﬁcation of a preexisting model38 to calculate solar-induced thermal stresses arising in the
surface of a subaerially exposed Martian rock (see Methods for details).
(a) Surface temperatures calculated over one solar day for a microstructure
found in an idealized basalt located at a longitude of 0° and the latitude
(15°S) of the Spirit traverse. (b) Calculated thermoelastic stresses induced
within the microstructure throughout the solar day for the same rock using
the temperatures derived for a above as inputs.

temperature range is consistent with THEMIS data, which shows
decreasing range in temperature with increasing thermal
inertia41. Bedrock has a higher thermal conductivity than
unconsolidated sediment, resulting in four to ﬁve times higher
thermal inertia42,43. Also, the thinner Martian atmosphere will
serve to dampen diurnal warming effects compared with those of
Earth. Although our calculated values represent an annual
maxima38, these diurnal temperature ranges calculated for a
large slab are also likely lower than those which might arise in an
individual, relatively small boulder, which will heat up more than
ﬂat ground due to its size and the inﬂuence of radiation from
surrounding terrain.
The thermoelastic stresses induced within the microstructure
throughout the solar day are also calculated (Methods). These
stresses peak in the tensile regime at 12 MPa, and at 17 MPa in
the compressional regime. These values represent the amount of
idealized energy available for crack propagation, as the model
does not account for the release of mechanical energy as
propagation occurs.
Our modelling indicates that the magnitude of stress induced
by solar-forcing within the microstructure is primarily controlled
by rock surface temperature diurnal range and the Young’s
modulus and coefﬁcient of thermal expansion of component
mineral types38,39. This dependence is consistent with other types
6

of models developed for solar-induced thermal stresses in rocks
on Earth, see, for example, ref. 36.
Molaro et al.38 found that bodies close to the Sun and bodies
that rotate slowly have the largest daily temperature ranges and
thus highest stresses. Earth and Mars have nearly the same
rotation rates; however, due to its closer proximity to the Sun,
Earth is expected to have a larger diurnal temperature range.
Maximum diurnal rock surface temperature ﬂuctuations
measured in a variety of climates and latitudes on Earth range
from B20 to B60 °C, see, for example, ref. 44 and are therefore
consistent with this prediction from our model. Consequently,
rocks on Earth likely experience higher solar-induced
microstructure stresses than on Mars and rock lifetimes on the
two planets support this conclusion (see below). In addition, the
strength of the materials in vacuum can be one to several times
higher than in atmosphere45; thus, even comparable stresses
between the two bodies may result in faster breakdown rates
on Earth.
Similar modelling of grain-scale diurnal thermal stresses has
not been completed for Earth. Nevertheless, calculations of
maximum solar-induced macroscopic thermal stresses arising in
Earth boulders yield values on the order of those calculated
herein26,36. Because these macroscopic stresses would be
predicted to be lower overall than grain-scale stresses, the other
modelling results are consistent with our prediction of higher
microstructure stresses for a rock on Earth. How such
macrostresses might interact with microstresses to produce rock
fractures is currently unknown.
It is non-trivial to relate calculated stresses to actual rock
breakdown, as rock strength at the grain scale is generally not a
well characterized material property and is dependent on a host
of factors. Nonetheless, measurements of rock tensile strengths at
larger scales are generally of a similar order of magnitude
(10–100 s of MPa, see, for example, ref. 46) to stresses calculated
by our model and within the cited 80% limit for subcritical crack
growth. However, any given amount of external loading exerted
on a large scale will result in more damage than for a small scale
due to the former having generally more, and larger, pre-existing
cracks, see, for example, ref. 30. Thus, rock strengths at grain
scales are likely higher than those measured in a hand sample.
However, the magnitudes of our modelled stresses likely represent
a minimum since our model does not account for pre-existing
defects, which will serve to amplify stresses, see, for example,
ref. 45. Thus, we conclude that the results of our numerical
model, at a minimum, are consistent with the suggestion that
thermal stresses arising from simple diurnal insolation are
sufﬁcient to drive subcritical, fatigue-driven fracture growth in
Martian rocks.
Linking macrocrack orientation and insolation. We hypothesize that cracks on Mars exhibit preferred orientations because
the geometry of directional heating by the sun drives fatiguerelated cracking in preferred directions. Both critical- and subcritical-fracture propagation direction in solid materials is
strongly linked to the direction of the applied stress, see, for
example, refs 30,47. In a rock with randomly oriented
microfractures or zones of weakness (for example, different
sides of an individual crystal grain), those heterogeneities whose
orientations are favourable with respect to the orientation of the
external loading will preferentially propagate and coalesce relative
to cracks with other less-favourable orientations, see, for example,
refs 48,49. Because subsequent fracture will favourably occur in
directions where the density of pre-existing cracks is highest49, if
loading direction is consistent, a positive feedback develops
whereby additional cracking is predicted to result in fracturing
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along already preferentially weakened planes. Furthermore, it has
been explicitly demonstrated through laboratory experiments that
directional thermal stress loading in particular can result in the
preferential propagation of cracks of speciﬁc orientations with
respect to the location of the heat source50, and models of thermal
stress arising in a hollow sphere subject to a rotating heat source
indicate that the orientation of stresses are dictated by the
orientation of heating51. Thus, if solar-induced thermal stresses
on Mars are sufﬁcient, as we have shown, to result in fracture
propagation in rocks exposed on the Martian surface, it would
then be expected that fracture growth would occur preferentially
in directions dictated by insolation itself.
Calculated solar-induced, cyclic thermal stresses on Earth and
other terrestrial bodies are not diurnally static, but instead peak at
particular times of day: sunrise, mid-day or shortly thereafter and
sunset15,26. Acoustic emission monitoring of cracking in three
different B25 cm diameter boulders, placed for multiple years in
mid-latitude locations on Earth, indicates that 480% of all
cracking events occur in the afternoon hours, with frequency
peaks at times18 that are virtually identical to the timing of peak
solar-induced thermal stresses calculated using inputs from the
rocks themselves26.
Because the peak stresses that are driving this cracking are
induced by a rotating heat source, they represent directional
loading whose average direction should relate to the average sun
orientation at those times of day. Assuming that cracks propagate
in a direction that is directly related to the direction of external
thermal stress loading as explained above, then arises the
potential for a majority of cracks in any given rock to be oriented
in a range of directions that reﬂect the orientation of stresses
induced by the sun. The higher density of cracks with sun-related
orientations could then result in their preferential extension by
other processes like salt-shattering. That such preferentially
oriented cracks might develop despite these other processes as
well as complicating factors, such as mineral anisotropy or
translucence at grain scales, suggests that rock-scale stresses
related to the geometry of the boulder itself potentially play an
important role in their formation.
To date, there is no existing analysis of the orientations of rockscale stresses that arise during peak-solar-induced-stress times for
a boulder sitting on a ground surface. However, high spatial- and
temporal-resolution ﬁeld measurements of rock surface temperatures reveal that there is a distinct gradient and geometry in
average boulder surface temperatures that recurs throughout the
day and/or year for rocks on Earth exposed to the sun, see, for
example, refs 18,52. Furthermore, isotherms (zones of equal
temperatures) measured on boulder surfaces on Earth at the times
of day when cracking occurs exhibit strongly deﬁned NE
orientations18. The overall mean and modal orientation(s) of
these isotherms is roughly the same as the vector mean of both
Earth (Fig. 2) and Mars (Fig. 6) crack strike data.
Given the overall general similarity in geometry of insolation
between Earth and Mars along the Spirit traverse, there is no
reason to believe that similar isotherms, and thus similarly
oriented stresses, would not also develop in Martian rocks. For
example, the surface depth of a diurnal-temperature-wave on
Earth and Mars are comparable (such ‘skin depth’ is proportional
to the square root of the diurnal period). Even though overall
Martian rock surface temperatures will be lower, the portions of a
Martian rock in sunlight will still heat up relative to parts of the
rock in shadows. We thus expect that speciﬁc geometries of peak
stresses will recur on Mars as on Earth even if the magnitude of
those stresses differs. This analogy leads to the expectation that
Martian insolation-driven thermal stresses will also result in
preferred propagation of favourably oriented cracks, ultimately
resulting in a population of macrocracks with preferred

directions, as we have observed (see, for example, Figs 2a
and 6a). We test this hypothesis by determining if peak stresses
that arise in Martian rocks also occur at speciﬁc times of day.
Our thermoelastic model shows that the magnitude of stresses
induced within microstructures on the Martian surface varies
throughout the day with distinct peaks (Fig. 7). Peak tensile
stresses occur just before sunrise, as the surface continues to
radiate heat into space throughout the night, more so than occurs
on Earth. Any atmosphere dampens this cooling by reradiating
some of that infrared energy back into the surface. Thus, all else
being equal, an airless surface would be able to reach a lower
temperature than a Martian surface, or in turn Earth’s surface.
Nevertheless, similar sunrise peaks in calculated tensile stresses
also occur for Earth boulders26.
Our model’s calculated peak compressional stresses on Mars
occur in afternoon hours between noon and sunset. At this time
of day, atmospheric radiation causes net heating to continue for
longer on Mars than it would on an airless body, and thus this
peak occurs slightly later on Mars38,39. This result suggests that,
on Earth, surfaces should experience this peak state even later in
the day, a prediction that is supported by observations of rock
surface temperatures that peak in the late afternoon, see, for
example, ref. 18.
The mid-afternoon timing of peak compressional stresses
developing on Mars is similar to those calculated for compressional stresses arising in the surface of a large isotropic rock
sphere due to solar-induced thermal cycles on Earth26. While
compressional stresses are less likely to produce fracture, the
Earth model predicts a roughly simultaneously occurring peak in
interior tensile stresses as the warm boulder surface pulls away
from the relatively cool interior during these hours. Our model
does not explicitly calculate interior stresses that may develop in a
Martian boulder. However, the similarities between the two
models and the similar skin depths between the two planets
suggests that Martian interior tensile stresses will peak
coincidentally with exterior compressional stresses, in the
afternoon hours, as on Earth. Thus overall, the temporal peaks
in stresses that our model calculates suggest that Martian rock
cracking will also preferentially occur in the mid-afternoon and
morning hours.
Our model predicts that a broad, ﬂat Martian rock surface will
go back into tension shortly after sunset. However, we expect
variability in the timing of this transition and magnitude of
tensile stresses when considering boulders, which have different
sizes and shapes. Variability in the overall timing of stresses will
also arise from the inﬂuence of atmospheric radiation; thus, we
expect that the times of peak stresses on Earth and Mars to be
somewhat different, and to possibly lead to subtle differences in
crack orientations.
Discussion
The strikes of Mars rock cracks along the Spirit traverse strike
more easterly with a somewhat greater variance (Fig. 6) than
those from our compilation of published strike data derived from
4,805 cracks in rocks from Earth’s mid-latitude deserts, whose
vector mean and 95% conﬁdence interval is 23±11° (Raleigh and
Rao’s P values o0.01; Fig. 2). A 0.003 P value for a circular-data
w2-test53 indicates that the two populations are statistically
distinct. Also, observed Mars crack dip directions (Fig. 4) are
opposite those of many observed on Earth23, and there is an
overall higher prominence of an E-W mode of orientations in the
Mars data.
For a variety of reasons, it might be expected that Earth and
Mars cracks may differ in crack orientations and variance. For
example, the fact that the Mars crack data set was derived from a
low-latitude, southern hemisphere location, combined with the
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higher angle of average Martian obliquity29 would lead to the
expectation of different angles of insolation and thus thermal
stress-driven cracking. Furthermore, in the most general terms,
solar-induced thermal stresses that likely arise in any given rock
are complex, and the magnitude of the inﬂuence of such stress on
rock cracking is likely dependent on a host of factors that we do
not explicitly address including latitude44, topographic shading13,
rock composition34,37 and/or rock shape and size26. This
complexity is highlighted by the fact that calculated maxima in
solar-related thermal stresses occur at different times of day for
different topographic locations and different size rocks13,15,26,37.
These complexities also lead to the expectation that dominant
crack orientations will vary somewhat with rock size,
composition, shape and overall location. We see evidence of
this variability in our compilation of Earth ﬁeld data which shows
relatively large variance (Fig. 2) compared with that of individual
data sets23–25. On Earth, this variance can be explained by the
wide variety of landscapes in which these data are derived, as well
as by the fact that other mechanical weathering processes are
likely active on Earth’s surface.
On Mars, it might therefore be expected that such other
processes are more limited and thus crack orientations should
exhibit less variance; however, there are other mechanical
weathering processes likely acting on the Martian surface (for
example, wind abrasion, impact shattering) that could introduce
variance into the observed Mars crack orientation data. For
example, in addition to insolation, wind can also induce rapid
rock surface temperature changes on Earth54. Strong afternoondominant winds are expected from numerical models of the
terrain along the Spirit traverse, and mid-day winds have been
noted from images of rock cutting dust55. Although thermal
advection effects are complicated on Mars due to the lower
density of its atmosphere, in general surface winds might serve to
advect heat off the rock surface at a time of day when thermal
stress is already high, amplifying the potential for thermal stress
in afternoon hours and increasing variance in potential stress
ﬁelds that develop.
Furthermore, the range of rock sizes for the Martian data set
(20–400 cm) was much higher than that of the Earth data sets
(generally o50 cm; Supplementary Data set 2), potentially
resulting in greater variance in the times of day when cracking
occurs and thus in crack orientations. In particular, sunsetcoincident peaks in solar-induced thermal stress are not predicted
in Earth-based models for relatively large rocks like those
measured here26. Instead, calculated peak stresses occur during
the early mid-afternoon. Less sunset cracking in the overall larger
rocks of the data set might therefore account for the more easterly
orientation of the Mars data set compared with Earth.
Finally, very low erosion rates for geomorphic surfaces along
the Spirit traverse (0.03 nm per year)1 attest to the slow rates of
cracking that must occur in observed Mars rocks compared with
Earth, because there are still large rocks present on these
extremely old surfaces. In addition to the lower expected
amplitude of Martian stresses relative to Earth’s, these slow
rates are likely also due to the lack of water which, through a
variety of processes, propagates fractures at higher rates, see, for
example, refs 45,56. Nevertheless, the size, and variance in the
size, of rocks in the cratered plains of Gusev notably decreases
with lower measured thermal inertia1, a proxy for the age of the
surface where younger surfaces have higher thermal inertia. This
trend is similar to the diminution of boulder size on surfaces of
increasing age observed in desert pavements in arid environments
on Earth where, through time, poorly sorted gravel-boulder
dominated surfaces mechanically weather without signiﬁcant
transport into well-sorted 1–3 cm size pebbles, see, for example,
refs 57,58. Thus, the observation that exposed Mars rocks get
8

smaller through time suggests that when surfaces are not buried
by sand, thermal stress weathering processes on Mars ultimately
result in a distribution of broken rocks similar to those observed
in desert pavements of Earth, albeit at a slower rate. All of these
observations point to the potential long-term importance of
insolation in mechanical weathering processes acting on both of
these terrestrial planets.
Methods
Collecting crack data from MER data products. The MER Spirit and
Opportunity missions have derived numerous data products from the Martian
surface which are accessible on the internet (http://an.rsl.wustl.edu/mer/).
In particular, 1,024  1,024 pixel stereo images collected by mission PANCAMs59
are merged by NASA to create associated 3D data ﬁles. These ﬁles are composed of
georeferenced xyz coordinates that represent the scene visible in the PANCAM 2D
images, providing the data from which geometric measurements of the Martian
surface may be made (summarized in Supplementary Methods). As of the time of
publication, however, there had been no means by which to readily derive distance
or orientation data from these data products.
We developed software, ‘ImageRover,’ (http://visionlab.uncc.edu/index.php/
mer-imagerover-app), to provide an interface for visualization and geometric
analysis of NASA’s MER PANCAM 3D data products (Supplementary Fig. 1;
Supplementary Methods). ImageRover employs MER mission 2D and 3D data
directly from their publicly available repository (for example, NASA’s Planetary
Data System; http://pdsimg.jpl.nasa.gov/Atlas/MER/mer1po_0xxx/data/) and
renders views of the Martian surface that enable user-friendly extraction of
measurements. Speciﬁcally, a user is able to measure (1) point-to-point lengths
between user-deﬁned end-points and (2) orientations of user-deﬁned planes
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Crack plane azimuth orientations (strike) are expressed
relative to Mars north–south–east–west (0–359°) and crack plane slope (dip) is
expressed relative to horizontal (0–90°) in the same way that a geologist would
report a right-hand rule strike and dip on Earth. All results published in this article
are compiled from data available before July 2013 which include 29,714 EFF/XYZ
stereoscopic images from the Spirit rover recorded during sols 1–2,209 (the entire
mission).
To validate the accuracy of ImageRover calculations made from the MER data
products, we compared crack length and strike and dips measured on 3D data of
Earth boulders using ImageRover to the same measurements made using a tape
measure and a compass in the ﬁeld (Supplementary Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 1,
Supplementary Methods). Overall, the differences between the measurements made
using ImageRover and the same measurements made in the ﬁeld were found to fall
within errors associated with making the measurements with a compass. For
example, the difference between measured biaxial strikes on individual cracks using
the two methods are comparable to reported errors associated with making these
measurements in the ﬁeld alone; that is, B9° for steeply dipping beds to B30–50°
for shallowly dipping beds60. Thirty-two per cent of the dip directions measured
using ImageRover were opposite of that measured in the ﬁeld particularly for highand low-angle dips (Supplementary Methods), rendering strikes measured using
the right-hand rule off by ±180° in Supplementary Table 1, but within the stated
errors above when considered as biaxial data.
Mars rock and crack measurements overview. Using our software and MER
Spirit data, we examined cracks on 1,573 rocks in total from 59 different sites along
the Spirit traverse (Fig. 3), which comprises a range of volcanic rock types and
geomorphic surfaces61. For all data collected, we examined only larger rocks (410
and 420 cm) within a similar ﬁeld of view within the image (that is, far distant
rocks visible in images were avoided) to ensure good visibility of as many cracks as
possible on rock surfaces. Also, to avoid thermal complexities associated with slope
aspect or topography-induced shading13, we avoided collecting data on visibly
signiﬁcant ground slopes or immediately adjacent to signiﬁcant topography.
To avoid making measurements on tectonically induced fractures, all data were
collected for individual boulders; no data were collected for bedrock outcrops.
Although it has been suggested that solar-induced directional cracking may vary
with latitude22,25, we limited our sampling to the Spirit traverse which, at the time
of data collection, had overall larger numbers of data products with images of rocks
that ﬁt our sampling criteria.
Cracks were deﬁned as any narrow lineation of pixels that strongly contrasted
with adjacent features within a rock mass (Fig. 1). To minimize any bias in
visualization of cracks of certain orientations due to shadowing effects, the time of
day of all images employed in the study was limited to mid-day hours (B10:00 to
B15:00 hours) when the sun would be relatively high overhead (Supplementary
Methods).
To produce a data set of crack orientations that were free from sampling bias
associated with observation direction, we took advantage of observed relationships
between image orientations and crack orientations. We ﬁrst analysed the data set
and our methods for potential sampling bias by measuring crack strikes and dips in
133 rocks using ImageRover. The results of this analysis (above), combined with
the extremely time intensive nature of searching for, and analysing, appropriate
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rocks with sufﬁciently complete 3D data available, led us to the development of
methods speciﬁcally aimed at maximizing the numbers of rocks analysed while
minimizing all sampling bias inherent to the Spirit data products (see below).
Finally 1,440 rocks and their associated cracks were visualized in ImageRover and
analysed for crack orientations.
Identifying sampling bias potential for Spirit data products. To characterize
potential sampling biases that might arise from making ﬁeld measurements using
MER Spirit PANCAM data products, we collected a preliminary data set of rock
and crack data (Supplementary Methods for details; Supplementary Data set 1). In
36 randomly selected MER Spirit sites, we randomly selected 76 images for which
we used ImageRover software to measure the length and strike and dip of all visible
cracks found in all imaged rocks that were 410 cm in diameter (Supplementary
Data set 1). The size of these analysed cracked rocks ranged from 10 cm to B4 m
with an average size of 0.6±0.7 m; however, our validation tests (Supplementary
Methods) indicated that this average likely speaks to crack visibility in large
rocks more than to the average size of a cracked rock. Thus crack data from
Martian rocks are necessarily derived from a population of relatively large rocks
compared with the compilation of similar data from Earth (Supplementary
Data set 2).
Our analysis of randomly chosen images along the Spirit traverse also revealed a
strong directional sampling bias of MER Spirit data products due to Spirit’s
predilection towards recording images in particular directions relative the motion
of the Rover. Speciﬁcally, the vast majority of Spirit images for which 3D data are
available were recorded when the PANCAMs were pointing either in the direction
of the motion of the rover (image azimuth ¼ SE) or directly behind the rover
(image azimuth ¼ NW). Thus, the azimuths of any group of randomly selected
images such as those chosen for our preliminary analysis (Fig. 4a) reﬂect this bias.
Another expected bias in the Spirit data set relates to the visibility of cracks of
varying locations on the rock and orientations with respect to the orientation of the
camera or viewer. In our ﬁeld validation tests on boulders in North Carolina, USA,
we noted that sunlit-rock-face-cracks having orientations oblique, or parallel to, the
viewpoint of a distant observer (3–5 m) were less clear, or not visible at all,
compared with cracks on rock faces oriented normal to the viewpoint of the
observer.
We noted that this disparity in crack visibility transfers to 2D images and results
in a smaller count, using our criteria, of those cracks that strike unfavourably
relative to the azimuth orientation of the image. In particular, cracks that strike
parallel to a 2D image (normal to the camera orientation) are overall less visible in
any given image compared with those that strike into, and out of, the image for a
combination of reasons. First, if they are vertical or subvertical, image-parallelstriking cracks will likely not be exposed in any rock face that is parallel to the
image azimuth itself, giving such cracks a much lower chance of being observed.
Furthermore, since the majority of these image-parallel-/viewer normal-striking
cracks will be located on rock faces that are oblique to the orientation of the photo,
they have a much higher likelihood of being obscured by the protruding portions of
the rock itself unless the rock is perfectly spherical. Such an obscuration would be
particularly relevant to the MER data set and for the blocky, irregular rocks of the
Martian surface because (1) any rock protrusion would reduce the contrast and/or
consistent linear visibility for cracks located on the side of the rock behind the
protrusion and/or (2) such protrusions would result in a hole in the 3D data where
the crack is located behind them. Both of these outcomes would preclude
measuring these image-parallel-striking cracks, because we deﬁned cracks as any
continuous lineation that starkly contrasted with adjacent pixels. Furthermore
measurements can only be made on a feature if 3D data are complete in the area of
interest. As a result, the majority of any measureable cracks in a given image will be
striking in and out of the image itself. Analysis of the orientations of the 222
ImageRover-measured crack strikes and dips visible in the 133 rocks conﬁrmed
that the measured crack strikes were typically nearly equal to the image azimuth
(Fig. 4b,c).
Mars crack data collection. Starting at MER Spirit site 2, we examined all images
in order of the data product ﬁle listing via JPL. We searched for images that met the
following criteria in order of image azimuth bin from 0 to 360° via 10° bins: only
images with similar clarity of rock detail in the 2D and 3D images (that is, similar
focal lengths in the bottom half of the image) and relatively level visible foreground
surface were chosen. As such, we ensured that all the data were collected from
images of comparable resolution and visual distance. If such an image was not
available for the necessary 10° bin orientation at the chosen site, we went on to the
next site. As such, we employed a stratiﬁed sampling strategy to select a random
representation of differently oriented images along the Spirit Traverse (Figs 3 and 5
and Supplementary Data set 3).
For each selected image, a 50-box grid overlay provided a random reference
from which to select rocks. The closest rocks greater than 20 cm diameter to each of
the bottom 10 grid line intersections were chosen (Supplementary Fig. 3). If no
rock was present at an interval, that interval was skipped, and we looked for the
closest rock to the next grid point. All the above steps were repeated until we had
identiﬁed 10 rocks from a suite of images that all fell within a given 10° image
azimuth bin. We then moved on to the next azimuth bin and repeated the image/
rock selection process starting with whichever site and image we had ended on

previously. We repeated these steps four times per 10° image azimuth bin for a
total of 40 rocks per bin and 1,440 total rocks from 31 different sites along the
Spirit traverse.
Finally, for each of these 1,440 rocks, we counted the total number of cracks
visible in each rock using the criteria deﬁned above. If a rock exhibited no cracks,
then it was assigned a ‘0’. As such, we counted the total number of cracks per rock
visible in typical large boulders on the Martian surface. The statistically robust
correlation between crack and image orientation, combined with the equally
distributed azimuths of the 1,440-rock images, enabled the conﬁdent use of image
azimuth as a proxy for the orientation of any visible cracks in the image (Fig. 4;
main text). Therefore, for each crack counted, we assigned it an orientation equal to
the orientation of the image that it was found in (Fig. 6). We also plotted the image
orientation for all rocks (565 of the 1,440) that did not exhibit visible cracks
(Fig. 6d).
Earth desert crack data compilation. We compiled all available crack strike
(n ¼ 4,805) and dip (n ¼ 3,215) data that we could ﬁnd for surface boulders in
Earth’s deserts22–25,62 (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Data set 2). Crack dip data were
collected for only two of these studies23,62. If raw data were not available in the
published work, we obtained the data from the ﬁrst author directly. From each
study, we included all the crack data available in our compilation. We did not
attempt to account for rock type, anisotropies, surface age or other possible
variables that would inﬂuence crack properties. As such, the data set comprises a
variety of rock sizes (from B1 cm to B2 m) from a variety of desert locations
ranging from about 40°N latitude to 30°S latitude. The majority of crack data is
derived from study sites in the southwestern United States22,23,25,62, with about 450
cracks from the eastern Libyan Plateau in Egypt24 and about 150 cracks from the
Gobi and Strzelecki deserts22. Thus, most, but not all, data are from the northern
hemisphere. Rock types included basalt, intrusive igneous rocks, meta-volcanic and
meta-sedimentary rocks, carbonates and, to a lesser extent, clastic sedimentary
rocks. In all studies, individual boulders (no bedrock data are reported) were
chosen using selected spacing intervals, designated areas on speciﬁed geomorphic
surfaces, and/or certain size criteria. Crack orientation data were collected on each
selected boulder. For some studies24,25, only one orientation measurement was
reported for all parallel cracks on an individual boulder. Thus, about one-fourth of
the compiled data set might be undereporting certain orientations in the context of
‘all cracks’. The minimum size boulder examined, as well as the minimum length
of crack measured, varied somewhat for each of the studies, with a cutoff of 5 cm
for rocks and 2 cm for cracks for the majority of the data. Rock size data are
included in the compilation if available.
Mars solar-induced thermal stress model. In this study, we utilized the model
employed by Molaro et al.38 to simulate grain-scale thermoelastic stresses produced
on Martian surfaces. This model is composed of two parts: a one-dimensional
thermal model that calculates the temperatures in a macroscopic column of
material throughout the solar day on a given body, and a 2D ﬁnite-element
model63, which calculates thermoelastic deformation in a microstructure over the
same period. The thermal model is used to calculate time-dependent solar and
conductive heat ﬂuxes at the surface and some depth, which can then be applied as
boundary conditions in the 2D model, which uses those heat ﬂuxes to calculate
thermoelastic deformation over time. The idea behind coupling these two models
together is that the 2D model investigates a ‘zoomed in’ version of the thermal
model.
The original study did not include the effects of an atmosphere, and thus had to
be modiﬁed for our purposes to make calculations for rocks on the Martian surface.
It solves the heat equation, which is given by:
cp r

dT
þ rQ ¼ 0
dt

ð1Þ

where cp is the speciﬁc heat capacity, r is the density, T is the temperature, k is the
thermal conductivity and Q is the heat ﬂux. Following the example of Aharonson
and Schorghofer64, we included terms for atmospheric extinction (2), emission (3)
and scattering (3) for a ﬂat surface:
Qsol ¼

t
S
ð1  AÞemaxð0:04 or sinðyÞÞ
R2

QIR ¼ fIR

S
sinðynoon Þ
R2

1
S
Qscat ¼ fscat 2
2
R

ð2Þ

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

where S is the solar constant, R is the solar distance, A is the albedo and y is the
solar elevation angle. t is the optical depth at the Martian surface, which is taken to
be 0.2 (refs 65,66). The extinction term (1) is proportional to the path length
through the atmosphere, except at times of the day when it is limited by the radius
of curvature of the planet. The emission term (2) approximates the atmospheric
radiation as a fraction of the noontime solar insolation, and is kept constant
throughout the day. The scattering term (4) assumes that half of the scattered light
is lost to space. The emission factor (fIR) has a value of 0.04, and the scattering
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factor (fscat) has a value of 0.02. We refer the reader to Aharonson and
Schorghofer64 for additional details on this model. We calculated the temperature
of a Martian surface over one solar day during the warmest day of the year (Ls 68)
at a longitude of 0° and a latitude of 15°S.
The 2D model used was Finite Element Analysis of Microstructures (OOF2)63,
a ﬁnite-element modelling programme designed to help scientists simulate the
behaviour of microstructures. OOF2 calculates (1) and the force-balance (2)
equation, given by:
M

d2 u
þr s ¼ 0
dt 2

ð5Þ

where M is the mass density tensor, u is the displacement ﬁeld and s is the stress
tensor. It utilizes the time-dependent heat ﬂux from the thermal model as
boundary conditions to calculate stresses over one solar day. Additional details on
this model can be found in Molaro et al.38, as we did not make any modiﬁcations to
what was used in their original study. The microstructure modelled can be thought
of as a small piece in an inﬁnite half-space, where its top represents a surface open
to space, the bottom represents 5 mm in depth. While the temperature was set to be
periodic across horizontal boundaries, the displacement across horizontal
boundaries is ﬁxed. In this sense, the stresses cannot be directly compared with
those calculated for boulders, as this model does not include the effects of boulder
shape or surface curvature. We used a randomized grid of hexagons, each of which
represents a pyroxene (75% of the total) or plagioclase (25% of the total) grain with
a diameter of 360 microns. This composition approximates basaltic rock, which is
abundant along the Spirit traverse. Values for the material parameters can be found
in the Supplementary Table 2.
The stress parameter presented herein is the von Mises stress (se, also
sometimes called the equivalent stress. It is calculated from the principal stresses:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðs1  s2 Þ2 þ ðs2  s3 Þ2 þ ðs1  s3 Þ2
se ¼
ð6Þ
2
Because the top of the microstructure is a free surface, most of the stress induced in
our microstructure is along the x axis (seE|sxx|). Note that while se always has a
positive value, an artiﬁcial sign correction has been applied to Fig. 7 to visually
separate the tensile and compressional regimes modelling.
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